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(54) Digital video signal recording apparatus.

(g) Coefficient data generated in a DCT trans-

form circuit (2Y, 2C) is sent to a shuffling circuit

(3Y, 3C). The shuffling circuit shuffles the data

in one field. The amount of coefficient data

generated block by block is equalized by the

shuffling process. A buffering circuit (7) forms
sync blocks with a fixed length by using coeffi-

cient data. A DC component of coefficient data

is followed by low order components, following

by high order components. The blocks of coeffi-

cient data are sent to the buffering circuit in this

sequence. The buffering circuit performs con-

trol operations such as moving bits of high

order coefficient data to other sync blocks.
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The present invention relates to a recording ap-

paratus for compressing a digital video signal by using

transform encoding and for recording the compressed

signal on a magnetic tape.

In recent years, as digital VTRs for digitizing a col-

or video signal and for recording the digitized signal

on a recording medium such as a magnetic tape, Dl

format component type digital VTRs for use in broad-

casting stations and D2 format composite type digital

VTRs have been practically used. In these digital

VTRs, the component signal or the composite signal

was recorded on the magnetic tape without compres-

sion thereof.

A technique for compressing an amount of infor-

mation of a digital video signal by using a highly effi-

cient coding has been proposed so as to decrease the

length of the magnetic tape and to facilitate the use of

a tape cassette which is small in size. As one of the

highly efficient coding, transform encoding has been

known. Particularly, in two-dimensional transform en-

coding of transform encoding, image data is segment-

ed into blocks each of which consists of, for instance,

(8 x 8) picture elements. Thereafter, the image data

is orthogonally transformed block by block. The trans-

formed components (referred to as coefficients) are

classified into a DC component to high frequency

components. Generally, the data amount of the DC
component is large, while that of the high frequency

components is small. Thus, by properly allocating a

number of bits to each coefficient, the total number of

bits can be decreased. Recently, in particular, DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform) has gained popularity.

In the digital VTR using the transform encoding,

for example, the two-dimensional DCT technique,

since coefficient data is encoded into variable length

code, the amount of data per block varies depending

on the amount of the high frequency component in the

image. In the record mode, a sync block with a fixed

length is normally formed. However, the encoded out-

put per block cannot be always divided into one sync

block or an integer number of sync blocks. To solve

this problem, an encoded output is successively in-

serted into each sync block, and an ID code is added

so as to identify the end of each block. However, in

this technique, since such additional information is re-

quired, the degree of redundancy becomes large. In

addition, a circuit for detecting the end is required for

the reproduce system. As another technique, when
the largest data per block is a reference data, dummy
data (zero data) is added in the case where the length

of coefficient data is smaller than the reference data.

It can be kept the data amount per block constant.

However, in this technique, the degree of redundancy

is still large.

In addition, when the transform encoding is used,

there is another problem that all information of the

block is lost since data of each block is successively

recorded on a magnetic tape in the case where if a

continuous error such as a burst error which cannot

be corrected by an error correction encoding techni-

que takes place. In this case, in the reproduce system,

it is difficult to compensate erroneous coefficient

5 data with non-erroneous coefficient data in the adja-

cent normal blocks.

According to an aspect of the invention, there is

provided a digital video signal recording apparatus for

dividing input digital video signal into blocks of plural-

10 ity of picture element data, for transform encoding the

digital video signal into coefficient data block by

block, for recording the coefficient data on a magnetic

tape using a plurality of magnetic heads disposed on

a rotating drum, the apparatus comprising, circuit for

15 arranging the coefficient data in the sequence from a

low order to a high order and for outputting the ar-

ranged coefficient data, variable length encoding cir-

cuit for receiving the arranged coefficient data and for

encoding the coefficient data into variable length

20 code, and sync block length controlling circuit, cou-

pled with the variable length encoding circuit, for mov-

ing the last portion of coefficient data of the each

block so as to keep the length of each sync block con-

stant.

25 Other aspects of this invention and its preferred

features are described in the accompanying claims.

The above, and other, objects, features and ad-

vantage of the present invention will become readily

apparentfrom the following detailed description there-

30 of which is to be read in connection with the accom-

panying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a record system

and a reproduce system in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention;

35 Figs. 2A, 2B and 2C are schematic diagrams de-

scribing a process for a luminance signal;

Figs. 3A, 3B, and 3C are schematic diagrams de-

scribing a process for color difference signals;

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram describing a signal

40 process;

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram describing a forma-

tion of sync blocks;

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram describing an ob-

tained record signal; and

45 Figs. 7A f 7B, 7C and 7D are schematic diagrams

describing a shuffling process.

Then, with reference to the accompanying draw-

ings, an embodiment of the present invention will be

described in detail. Fig. 1 shows a signal process unit

50 for use in a record system and a reproduce system. A
digital luminance signal is sent to an input terminal

represented with 1Y. Digital color difference signals

CR and CB are supplied to an input terminal denoted

as IC. In this case, the sampling frequencies each sig-

55 nal are at 13.5 MHz and 6.75 MHz, respectively, and

the number of bits per sample is 8 bits. Form this (4 :

2 : 2) input video signals, data in the blanking interval

is removed. Thus, only information in the valid region

2
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is recorded and reproduced. Although not shown,

these input signals are converted from raster scan-

ning sequence into block sequence by a block form-

ing circuit.

In this example, one field is divided into a large s

number of blocks, each ofwhich consists of (8 x4) pic-

ture elements. Fig. 2 shows the valid region and the

block formation of the luminance signal. For the lumi-

nance signal Y, the valid information of (720 picture

elements x 304 lines) shown in Fig. 2A is divided into 10

(90 x 76) blocks as shown in Fig. 2B. For the color dif-

ference signals CR and CB, (45 x 76) blocks shown
in Fig. 3B is formed of one field of valid information

composed of (360 picture elements x 304 lines)

shown in Fig. 3A. 15

The luminance signal and the color difference

signals which have been block formed are DCT trans-

formed by DCT transform circuits 2Y and 2C, respec-

tively. Coefficient data (for example, 12 bits per sam-

ple) received from the DCT transform circuits 2Y and 20

2C is supplied to shuffling circuits 3Y and 3C, respec-

tively. The shuffling circuits 3Y and 3C are composed
of, for example, field memory and change the ar-

rangement of coefficient data. In addition, the shuf-

fling circuits 3Y and 3C perform shuffling and divide 25

coefficient data of each filed into two portions.

In other words, as shown in Fig. 2C, in the shuf-

fling circuits 3Y and 3C, coefficient data Y' of lumi-

nance data Y in one field is divided into a hatched por-

tion Ya and a non-hatched portion Yb, each of which 30

consists of (90 x 38) blocks. Likewise, as shown in

Fig. 3C t coefficient data CR' and CB' of one field of

color difference data CR and CB are divided into four

coefficient data, respectively. CRa, CRb, CBa, and

CBb which consist of (45 x 38) blocks, respectively 35

are formed.

As shown in Fig. 4, record data for 1/4 fields rep-

resented by Tk = 0 and Tk = 1 is formed with the coef-

ficient data Ya, CRa, and CBa. Likewise, with the

coefficient data Yb, CRb, and CBb, record data for 1/4 40

fields represented by Tk = 0 and Tk = 1 is formed. The

record data for 1/4 fields is recorded as four tracks, re-

spectively. In this embodiment, double azimuth heads

composed of two magnetic heads adjacently dis-

posed are opposed at intervals of 1 80'. Two tracks are 45

magnetically formed at the same time. Coefficient

data of the luminance signal and the color difference

signals for one field is recorded with four tracks.

In this case, since the hatched blocks and the

non-hatched blocks of the coefficient data are alter- 50

nately designated to a plurality of channels, even if

one magnetic head gets clogged, the coefficient

blocks surrounding the coefficient block on the mag-
netic head are reproduced by the other magnetic

head. Thus, the coefficient data can be easily com- 55

pensated. The coefficient data being shuffled is out-

put in the sequence of a DC component followed by

low order components, followed by high order compo-

nents. As an example, the coefficient data being shuf-

fled is sync blocks (each of which for example con-

sists of 32 x 10 x 2 = 640 pieces of coefficient data)

from the shuffling circuits 3Y and 3C. The resultant

coefficient data is fed to quantizing circuits 4Y and

4C. The quantizing circuits 4Y and 4C quantize the

data length of coefficient data from 12 bits into n bits

which is smaller than 12.

The outputs of the quantizing circuits 4Y and 4C
is supplied to variable length encoding circuits 5Y and

5C, respectively, and Huffman encoding is per-

formed, for example. However, as described later, the

important coefficients of the DC components among
the coefficient data are not Huffman encoded. At the

outputs of the variable length encoding circuits 5Y and
5C, the coefficient data of the luminance signal and

that of the color difference signals are alternatively

mixed. This output data is supplied to buffering cir-

cuits 6 and 7, respectively. The buffering circuit 6

keeps the length of each sync block constant. On the

other hand, the buffering circuit 7 keeps the informa-

tion amount of each track constant.

As described above, a predetermined amount of

coefficient data (640 sync blocks) are obtained from

the shuffling circuits 3Y and 3C. By the shuffling op-

eration, the deviation of coefficient data amount of

each block in one field is equalized. Although the de-

viation of the outputs from the variable length encod-

ing circuits 5Y and 5C is small, there is still a deviation

of length. The buffering circuit 6 keeps the length of

each sync block constant.

Fig. 5 shows the process of the buffering circuit

6, which keeps the length of each sync block which is

recorded on one track constant. On one track, 171

sync blocks are recorded. In Fig. 5, L (= 640) repre-

sents the final length of each sync block. In Fig. 5,

coefficient data of the DC component takes the first

position. The lower order the coefficient data has, the

later the data is disposed. In the example of Fig. 5, the

data length of sync block NO. 1 is longer than L. The

excessive portion is inserted into the sync block of

sync block No. 2 and the sync block of sync block No.

4, the lengths of these sync blocks being smaller than

L. The excessive portions of the sync block Nos. 3

and 5 are inserted into the sync block of sync block

No. 4. The excessive portion of the sync block No.

1 71 is inserted into the sync block of sync block No.

170. Thus, there is a blank space in the sync block of

the sync block No. 170.

When the process for keeping the length of each

sync block constant is performed, an ID code which

represents both the length of the variable length por-

tion of one coefficient data block (that is, coefficient

data of the AC component) and a sync block No. to

which the excessive portion of the block is moved
should be recorded so that the reproduce system can

restore the former coefficient data. Thus, the buffer-

ing circuit 6 outputs sync blocks with a constant block

3
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length.

The buffering circuit 7 controls a quantizing step

width for the quantizing circuits 4Y and 4C so as to

keep an amount of information per track constant. In

other words, the larger the quantizing step width, the s

smaller the number of bits n of coefficient data. In con-

trast, the smaller the quantizing step width, the larger

the number of bits n of coefficient data. The buffering

circuit 7 is provided with a circuit for estimating the

data amount of the present field by using the data 10

amount of the preceding field. The buffering circuit 7

controls the quantizing step width in accordance with

the estimated data amount. In this example, the buf-

fering circuit 7 controls the total of the data lengths of

the variable length encoding circuits 5Y and 5C to (L 15

x 171) or less.

The output data of the buffering circuit 6 is sent

to a parity generation circuit 8, and an error correction

encoding process is performed. As an example, as

shown in Fig. 6, a product code in accordance with 20

Reed Solomon code is used for record data of each

track, which consists of (160 x 171). In other words,

for coefficient data of each sync block in the horizon-

tal direction, H parity of Reed Solomon code is

formed. On the other hand, for coefficient data in the 25

vertical direction and H parity, V parity of Reed Solo-

mon code is formed. In addition, for coefficient data

of other tracks, a similar error correction encoding

process is performed.

The output of the parity generation circuit 8 is fed 30

to a sync and ID addition circuit 9. This circuit 9 adds

a synchronous signal and an ID code for each sync

block. The output of the sync and ID additional circuit

9 is supplied to a channel encoder 10. The channel

encoder 1 0 reduces the DC component of the record 35

data. Although not shown, the output data of the chan-

nel encoder 10 is sent to four magnetic heads of a

tape head system 11 through a record amplifier. Thus,

the data is successively recorded on the magnetic

tape for two tracks at a time. . 40

With reference to Fig. 7, the shuffling operation

will be described. Fig. 7 shows the shuffling operation

for the coefficient data Y' of the luminance signal.

However, this shuffling operation can also apply to

the color difference signals. Fig. 7A shows coefficient 45

data of (90 x 38) blocks of Fig. 2C. The total number

of coefficient data blocks is (90 x 38 x 32 = 1 09,440).

Since 640 coefficient data blocks are contained in

one sync block, the number of sync blocks in 1/4 fields

is 1 71 . With respect to this two-dimensional arrange- so

ment, a horizontal position H (= 0 to 89) and a vertical

position V (= 0 to 37) are defined. In addition, with re-

spect to 32 coefficient data in one block, as shown in

Fig. 7B, coefficient No. CO is defined. The coefficient

data at the upper left corner (CO = 8) is the DC com- 55

ponent In the zigzag scanning sequence, the number

of orders increases and high frequency components

of coefficient data are present.

The shuffling process determines a track No. Tk,

a sync No. SY, and a coefficient No. Cn in accordance

with the following formulas. The coefficient No. Cn is

utilized for the shuffling.

Tk = [(CO ¥16) + H + V]mod. 2

SY = (9 x V + 67 x H + 171 x Cn)/16) mod. 171

Cn = [CO + 8 + 4 x (CO ¥16)] mod. 16

where (CO ¥ 16) represents that if the value of CO is

in the range from 0 to 1 5, the result is 0 and that if the

value is in the range from 16 to 31 , the result is 1

.

By the just above mentioned formulas, the track

No. which is either 0 or 1, the sync block number in

the range from 0 to 1 70, and the coefficient No. Cn for

the shuffling in the range from 0 to 15 are determined.

Fig. 7C shows a practical example of the shuffling

process. The coefficient data of (90 x 38) blocks is

divided into 10 areas whose size is (9 x 38) blocks.

Fig. 7C illustrates that coefficient data taken out from

DCT blocks located in each area as shown in Fig. 7C
is arranged at (Tk = 0, SY = 0, CO = 8), (Tk = 1 , SY =

0, CO = 8), and (Tk = 0, SY = 0, CO = 1) respectively.

This arrangement is shuffling. The coefficient data

retrieved from DCT block is contained in the same
block.

The shuffled result is output in the order from a

low order to a high order as shown in Fig. 7D. The two

pieces of data on the left of Fig. 7D represent respec-

tive quantizing levels of the luminance signal Y and

the color difference signal C. The next (10x2) pieces

of data are coefficient data of the DC components of

1 0 DCT blocks for Y and C, respectively. The (10x31

x 2) pieces of data are coefficient data of the AC com-

ponents of 10 DCT blocks for Y and C, respectively.

The data of the DC components are not encoded to

variable length data (specifically, Huffman encoding).

Rather, the coefficient data of the AC components is

Huffman encoded. The (31 x 10) pieces of the AC
components of coefficient data are arranged in the

sequence of a low order to a high order. Thus, as de-

scribed above, the bits of the coefficient data where

the length of sync blocks is kept constant become

high order coefficient data. Since the bits controlled

for keeping constant length tend to be affected by an

error of another sync block, these bits are preferably

high order coefficient data less important than the DC
component data.

Reproduce data received from the tape head sys-

tem 11 is supplied to a data reproduce circuit 22

through a channel decode circuit 21. The reproduce

data from the data reproduce circuit 22 is sent to an

inner code decoder 23. The decoder 23 corrects an

error of the reproduce data by using a horizontal par-

ity H. Thereafter, a next outer decoder 24 corrects an

error of the reproduce data by using a vertical parity

V. The data of the luminance signal of the reproduce

data which was error-corrected at the decoder 24 is

fed to a variable length decoder 25Y. The data of the

color difference signals of the reproduce data which

4
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was error-corrected is fed to a decoder 25C. After the

decoders 25Y and 25C, the luminance signal and the

color difference signals are independently processed

in the same way.

The variable length decoder 25Y and an inverse 5

quantizing circuit 26Y are coupled. The inverse quan-

tizing circuit 26Y converts the quantizing level into a

representative value. In this case, data representing

a quantizing level in which data is sent from the de-

coder 24 to the inverse quantizing circuit 26Y is used. 10

This representative value is sent to a deshuffling cir-

cuit 27Y. The deshuffling circuit 27Y restores the data

sequence arranged by the shuffling circuit 3Y of the

record system to the original data sequence. The out-

put of the deshuffling circuit 27Y is sent to an error 15

concealment circuit 28Y.

The error concealment circuit 28Y compensates

an error which cannot be corrected by the decoders

23 and 24 (this error is represented with an error flag)

with correct coefficient data contained in the sur- 20

rounding DCT blocks. The shuffling process and de-

shuffling process can prevent all coefficient data in

any one block from becoming an error and thereby

preventing the image quality from being deteriorated.

In addition, a chance where the same order coeffi- 25

cient data which is contained in the surrounding

blocks and which should be compensated becomes

an error can be decreased. Thus, the error compen-

sation capability can be improved. The output of the

error concealment circuit 28Y is sent to an inverse 30

transformation circuit 29Y. Luminance data recon-

structed from the coefficient data is obtained from an

output terminal 30Y
Like the above mentioned luminance signal, with

respect to the color difference signals, a variable 35

length code decoder 25C, an inverse quantizing cir-

cuit 26C, deshuffling circuit 27C, an error conceal-

ment circuit 28C, and an inverse transformation cir-

cuit 29C are provided. Reconstructed color difference

data is obtained form an output terminal 30C. Since 40

the reconstructed data obtained from the output ter-

minals 30Y and 30C are in block sequence, the data

sequence is converted into the raster sequence by a

block disassemble circuit (not shown in the figure).

According to the present invention, coefficient 45

data which is generated by a transform encoding

process is shuffled. Thus, even if a burst error takes

place during transmission, the deterioration of images

can be decreased. In addition, by using surrounding

coefficient data, erroneous coefficient data can be so

easily compensated. Moreover, even if images are re-

produced from a magnetic tape at a high speed, the

data can be more equally reproduced with shuffling.

Thus, the quality of the reproduced images can be im-

proved. Further, according to the present invention, 55

even if a variable length encoding technique is used,

since the final length of sync blocks can be kept con-

stant, an error correction encoding technique using a

product code can be easily used.

In at least preferred embodiments, this invention

provides a digital video recording apparatus for prop-

erly compensating errors which might take place in a

record mode and a reproduce mode, for properly

keeping the length of a sync block containing coeffi-

cient data constant, and for allowing the reproduction

system to properly compensate erroneous coeffi-

cient data which was transform encoded.

Claims

1 . A digital video signal recording apparatus for div-

iding input digital video signal into blocks of plur-

ality of picture element data, for transform encod-

ing said digital video signal into coefficient data

block by block, for recording said coefficient data

on a magnetic tape using a plurality of magnetic

heads disposed on a rotating drum, said appara-

tus comprising:

means for arranging said coefficient data

in the sequence from a low order to a high order

and for outputting the arranged coefficient data;

variable length encoding means for receiv-

ing the arranged coefficient data and for encod-

ing said coefficient data into variable length code;

and

sync block length controlling means, cou-

pled with said variable length encoding means,

for moving the last portion of coefficient data of

said each block so as to keep the length of each

sync block constant.

2. The digital video signal recording apparatus as

set forth in claim 1, wherein said variable length

encoding means is adapted to perform the vari-

able length encoding process for coefficient data

other than DC coefficient data of said coefficient

data.

3. The digital video signal recording apparatus as

set forth in claim 1, wherein said sync block

length controlling adapted to move high order

coefficient data of an output said variable length

encoding means so as to keep the length said

sync block constant.

4. A digital video signal recording apparatus for div-

iding an input digital video signal into blocks of

plurality picture element data, for transform en-

coding said digital video signal into coefficient

data block by block, and for recording said coef-

ficient data on a magnetic tape by using a plurality

of magnetic heads disposed on a rotating drum,

said apparatus comprising:

shuffling means for shuffling a predeter-

mined amount of coefficient data, for arranging

5
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the shuffled coefficient data in sequence from a

low order to a high order, and for outputting the ar-

ranged coefficient data;

variable length encoding means, coupled

with said shuffling means, for encoding said coef- 5

ficient data into variable length code; and

sync block length controlling means, cou-

pled with said variable length encoding means,

for moving the last portion of coefficient data of

each block so as to keep the length of each sync 10

block constant.

5. The digital video signal recording apparatus as

set forth in claim 4, wherein said shuffling means
is adapted to shuffle said coefficient data at least 15

in said block according to a predetermined rule.

6. The digital video signal recording apparatus as

set forth in claim 4, wherein said variable length

encoding means is adapted to perform the van- 20

able length encoding process for coefficient data

other then DC coefficient data of said coefficient

data.

7. The digital video signal recording apparatus as 25

set forth in claim 4, wherein said sync block

length controlling means is adapted to move high

order coefficient data of an output ofsaid variable

length encoding means so as to keep the length

of said sync block constant 30

35

40

45

50

55
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